Abstract
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Ant Colony Optimization
ACO algorithm first proposed by M. Dorigo, in 1992 [40] . It is a metaheuristic in which a colony of ants capable of finding shortest trail from their nest to food sources using pheromone examinations. Real ants are not only capable of finding the shortest path from a food source to the nest as shown in the Figure 1 (Colorni et al., 1993; Dorigo and Gambardella, 1997; Holldobler and Wilson, 1990) without using visual prompts, but also they are competent of adapting to changes in the environment The probability that the ants coming delayed choose the path is proportional to the amount of pheromone on the path, earlier dropped by other ants. For example, they will get a new shortest path once the previous one is no longer possible.
Bacterial Foraging Optimization
BFO was introduced by Kevin M. Passino in 2000 for distributed optimization problems [9] . Bacterial Foraging Optimization (BFO) algorithm is a novel evolutionary calculation algorithm suggested based on the foraging activities of Escherichia coli (E. coli) bacteria living in human intestine [19] . The BFO algorithm is a biologically enthused computing method which is supported on mimicking the foraging activities of E. coli bacteria.
The BFO Algorithm associates to the field of Bacteria Optimization Algorithms and Swarm Optimization. BFO algorithm is successfully applied in several real world problems and improved BFO metaheuristics were applied to optimization problems.
Framework for BFO algorithm
• Input the bacterial foraging parameters and independent variable, then specify inferior and superior limits of the variables and begin the elimination-dispersal steps, reproduction and chemotactic.
• Generate the locations of the independent variable arbitrarily for a population of bacteria. Estimate the intention value of each bacterium.
• Change the position of the variables for all the bacteria with the tumbling or swimming procedure .Perform reproduction and elimination procedure.
• If the maximum number of chemotactic, reproduction and elimination-dispersal steps is achieved, then output the variable corresponding to the overall best bacterium; Otherwise, do again the procedure by changing the position of the variables for all the bacteria with the tumbling /swimming procedure. The JSSP is an operation sequencing problem on multiple machine subject to some precedence constraints among the operations. The JSSP can be explained as a set of n jobs represented by J j where j =1,2…n which have to be processed on a set of m machines represented by M k where k =1,2….m. Operation of j th job on the k th machine will be represented by O jk with the processing time p jk [25] .Each job should be processed through the machines in a exacting order or also known as technological constraint. Once a machine begins to process a job, no disruption is allowed. The time required for all operations to complete their processes is called makespan. JSSP are widely known as NP-Hard problem. Figure 2 represents flow of JSSP. 
Constraints
The JSSP focuses to two constraints, they are
• Operation precedence constraint
The operation precedence constraint on the job is that the arrangement of operations of job is fixed and the processing of an operation cannot be interrupted and concurrent.
• Machine processing constraint
The machine processing constraint is that only a solitary job can be processed at the identical time on the identical machine.
The main factor affecting to the JSSP is the nature of job shop. In static and deterministic job shop, all jobs are obtainable for processing without delay, and no fresh jobs appear over time. In the dynamic probabilistic job shop, jobs arrive arbitrarily over time, and processing times are probabilistic. This is more practical job shop circumstances but more complicated to solve it.
Flow Shop Scheduling Problem
Johnson's Rule (Johnson, 1954) has been the basis of various FSSP heuristics. Palmer (1965) first proposed a heuristic for the FSSP to minimize makespan. FSSP are described by a set of n jobs, where every job has to be processed in the same order on a given number of m machines. Each machine can process only one job at a time. The factors t ij ,1≤ i ≤ n ,1≤ j ≤ m, indicate The processing time of job i on machine j [2] . The FSSP is a set of jobs that flow through multiple stages in the similar order as shown in the 
Open Shop Scheduling Problems
The Open Shop Scheduling Problems can be categorized as n x m, where 'n' is the number of Jobs (J= {j 1 , j 2 ,.., j n }) can be processed on 'm' number of Machines (M= {m 1 , m 2 ,...,m m }). Every machine can process at most single operation at a moment and each job can be processed by at most single machine at a time. For every machine the order in which the jobs are processed on the machine (Machine Orders) and for all jobs the order in which this job is processed through the machines (Job Orders) can be selected arbitrarily.
Constraints
• No machine can process more than single operation at the similar time and
• No job can be processed by more than single machine at the similar time.
In this research work, BFO algorithm was hybridized with ACO and a new Customized Bacterial Foraging Optimization (CBFO) algorithm was proposed. Both BFO and CBFO algorithm were applied to Admas, Balas and Zawaxk (ABZ), Carlier (Car), Taillard (TA) and Ravibabu, Narendhar and Divya (RND) randomly created instances. The results obtained by CBFO algorithm is compared and analyzed with BFO and existing algorithms.
Related Works
E. Taillard [1989] has proposed a paper about Benchmarks' for Basic Scheduling Problems. In this paper Taillard talked on the subject of 260 scheduling problems whose size is greater than that of other examples. In this paer he explained about Job Shop, Flow Shop, Open Shop Scheduling Problems. The objective of this paper is to mininmization of makespan [12] Ashwani Kumar Dhingra has discussed about scheduling problems. He gave a brief explanation about scheduling problems, Significance of Scheduling, Scheduling in a Manufacturing System and Classification of scheduling problems based on requirement generations. Problems up to 200 jobs and 20 machines for instances expanded by Taillard (1993) have been solved and proposed metaheuristics can be tested on various problems [5] .
Mahanim Omar, Adam Baharum, Yahya Abu Hasan (2006) have proposed a paper about A Job Shop Scheduling Problem (JSSP) using Genetic Algorithm. Job shop problems are generally known as a NP-Hard problem. In this paper they have formed a preliminary population arbitrarily together with the result achieved by some familiar priority rules such as shortest processing time and longest processing time. This is used to reduce the objective function [25] . According to Hela Boukef, Mohamed Benrejeb and Pierre Borne [2006] [2007] have proposed a new genetic algorithm coding is suggested in this paper to solve flow-shop scheduling problems. To explain the effectiveness of the considered approach with decrease of different costs related to every problem as a scope. Multi-objective optimization is thus, used and its performances confirmed. The standard range of this technique, based on natural variety of mechanism, is the development of robustness and balance among cost and performance [15] .
AndreasFink, StefanVoß (2001) have projected a paper about Solving the Continuous Flow Shop Scheduling Problem by Metaheuristics. This problem is used to locate a combination of jobs to be processed consecutively on a number of machines under the constraint that the processing of every job has to be uninterrupted with respect to the purpose of minimizing the entire processing time (flow-time). i.e., once the processing of a job begins, there must not be any waiting times between the processing of any consecutive tasks of this job [2] .
According to Samia kouki, Mohamed Jemni, Talel Ladhari (2011) have proposed a paper about Solving the Permutation Flow Shop Problem with Makespan principle using Grids. The optimization of scheduling problems is stand on different criteria to optimize. One of the most significant criteria is to reduce the completion time of the final task on the end machine called makespan. They offered a parallel algorithm for solving the permutation flow shop problem. This is used to minimizing the total makespan of the tasks by using Branch and Bound method to find optimal solutions [37] According to Peter Brucker, Johann Hurink, Bernd Jurisch and Birgit Gstmann (1995) have proposed a paper about fundamental concepts of branch & bound algorithm. The branch and bound algorithm for the OSSP is based on a disjunctive graph formulation. The problem determined a possible mixture of the machine and job orders which minimizes a certain objective function.
Ching-Fang Liaw (1999) has talk on the subject of the growth and function of a Hybrid Genetic Algorithm (HGA) to the OSSP is based on Tabu Search (TS) into a basic Genetic Algorithm (GA). The local enhancement method enables the HGA algorithm to execute genetic search in excess of the subspace of local optima. Benchmark problems of OSSP are tested by using these algorithms. The results were compared with other algorithms also [7] .
Jing Dang, Anthony Brabazon, Michael O Neill, and David Edition (2008) have discussed a paper regarding Bacterial Foraging Optimization (BFO) algorithm. This technique was implemented to resolve the parameter estimation of an EGARCH-M model.During the lifetime of E.coli bacteria, they undergo different stages such as chemotaxis, reproduction and elimination-dispersal. BFO algorithm is applied to solve various real world problems [19] Chunguo Wu, Na Zhang, Jingqing Jiang, Jinhui Yang, and Yanchun Liang (2007) described Bacterial Foraging algorithm is a novel evolutionary computation algorithm. This is based on the foraging behaviour of E.coli bacteria living in human intestine. BFO is fundamentally an arbitrary search algorithm. This better algorithm is applied to Job Shop Scheduling Benchmark problems [9] .
S. Subramanian and S. Padma (2011) have proposed a paper about the selection behaviour of bacteria leans to eliminate poor foraging strategies and get better successful foraging strategies. The E.coli bacterium has a control system that enables it to look for food and try to keep away from noxious substances. BFO is used to reduce the cost and improves the competence concurrently by using a multi objective based bacterial foraging algorithm [35] According to James Montgomery, cardc Fayad and Sarja Petrovic have proposed a paper about Solution Representation for Job Shop Scheduling Problems in ACO. The result produces improved explanation more quickly than the usual approach. They created resolutions by creating a permutation of the operations, from which a deterministic algorithm can produce the real schedule [17] Katie Kinzler (2008) , has proposed a dissertation about Mathematical Modeling of Ant Pheromones: Purpose of Optimum pheromone Evaporation Rate and replication of Pheromone Tracking Abilities. There are more varieties of technique used by ant to communicate as well as a variety of reasons for communication. These communications involves stroking, gasping, antenna movements, and streaking of chemicals. These chemicals are known as pheromones. This is the major form of communication used by ants [22] 
Customized Bacterial Foraging Methodology For JSSP, FSSP & OSSP
The objectives of this research paper are
• To propose and implement Customized Bacterial Foraging Optimization (CBFO) to solve JSSP, FSSP and OSSP.
• CBFO is to find a schedule that reduces the makespan of the jobs.
• To examine the efficiency of CBFO in solving benchmark instances of JSSP, FSSP and OSSP.
• To analyze and compare the performance of the proposed CBFO with BFO in solving JSSP, FSSP and OSSP.
Customized Bacterial Foraging Optimization (CBFO)
The activity of ant structure is included in tumble part of BFO algorithm, to formulate it as a CBFO. Each ant creates a tour by repeatedly applying a stochastic greedy rule, which is called the state transition rule.
(r, u) represents an boundary between point r and u, and τ(r, u) represents the pheromone on border (r, u). η(r, u) is the attraction of border (r, u), which is habitually described as the contrary of the length of edge (r, u). q is a arbitrary number uniformly distributed in [0, 1], q 0 is a user-defined parameter with (0≤q 0 ≤1), β is the parameter controlling the relative importance of the desirability. J (r) is the set of edges available at decision point r. S is a arbitrary variable selected according to the probability distribution given below.
The mixture approach used on top of this is also called 'roulette wheel' selection since its mechanism is an imitation of the process of a roulette wheel [16] .
While ant goes for a search it will drop a certain amount of pheromone. It is a continuous progression, but we can regard it as a discrete release by some rules. There are two kinds of pheromone update strategies, called local updating rule and the global updating rule.
Local updating rule
While ant generating its tour, ant will adjust the quantity of pheromone on the passed perimeters by applying the local updating rule.
Where ρ is the coefficient representing pheromone evaporation (note:0< ρ < 1 ).
Global updating rule
Once all ants have entered at their target, the amount of pheromone on the boundary is modified again by applying the global updating rule.
Where
Here 0<α<1 is the pheromone decompose parameter, and L gb is the distance of the globally most excellent tour from the starting of the examination. ∆τ(r; s) is the pheromone addition on edge (r, s). We can see that only the ant that discovers the global best tour can attain the pheromone increase [15] .
In BFO, the objective is to discover the least of J(θ),θ ∈R D , where we do not have the gradient information J(θ). Suppose θ is the location of the bacterium and J(θ) stands for a nutrient profile, (3) (4) (5) (2) (1) i.e.,J(θ) < 0, J(θ)=0 and J(θ)> 0 stand for the presence of nutrients, a neutral medium and noxious substances correspondingly. The bacterium will try to go towards increasing concentrations of nutrients (i.e. find lower values of J), search for ways out of neutral media and avoid noxious substances (away from positions where J > 0). It equipment a kind of biased random walk.
The mathematical swarming (cell-cell signalling) function can be characterized by:
Where ║.║ is the Euclidean norm, W a and W r are actions of the width of the attractant and repulsive signals correspondingly, M measures the magnitude of the cell-cell signaling consequence [15] .
The above State Transition rule of ant in ACO is included in the tumble. CBFO methodology is implemented with no swarming effect (ie) j cc =0 [19] . Here time is considered as cost. At some point in the lifetime of E-Coli bacteria they undertake different phases such as Chemotactics, Reproduction and Elimination-Dispersal. When compared with ACO and BFO, CBFO attains high level of SHA1PRNG algorithm incase of reproduction, elimination-dispersal. 
Implementation Results and Discussion
This paper discusses and compares the result of the implementation of BFO and proposed CBFO algorithm in solving the Benchmark instances of JSSP, FSSP and OSSP.
Admas, Balas and Zawaxk (ABZ) Benchmark problems [30] , Ravibabu, Narendhar and Divya (RND) randomly created instance for JSSP, Carlier (car) benchmark problems [30] and RND for FSSP and Taillard benchmark problems and RND for OSSP were solved in this research work. Benchmark instances were taken from Operations Research (OR) Library to test the efficiency of proposed CBFO. The proposed CBFO algorithm gave reasonable solution for most runs for the constant values ρ=0.1, β=1.0, α=0.1, q0=0.8, τ=0.5. . The result achieved by proposed CBFO algorithm was compared with BFO and existing algorithms. The CBFO algorithm gave a best makespan for most of the problems.
JSSP Comparison Results for ABZ Instances
The best result for JSSP achieved from proposed CBFO algorithm and BFO algorithm were compared with optimal value of ABZ Instances are shown in Table 1 . The variation of CBFO algorithm is due to Time constraint and limited iterations. The proposed CBFO can be improved to achieve best solution by including the swarming technique and also by adjusting constant values used in the algorithms. The Figure 4 shows the graphical representation of Table 1 . 
JSSP Comparison Results for RND Instances
The best result obtained from BFO algorithm and optimal values are compared with proposed CBFO algorithm of RND Instances is shown in Table 2 . The Figure 5 shows the graphical representation of Table 2 . 
FSSP Comparison Results for Car Instances
The best result obtained from proposed CBFO algorithm, BFO algorithm were compared with Lower Bound (LB), Upper Bound (UB) [22] of Carlier Instances are shown in Table 3 . The Figure 6 shows the graphical representation of Table 3 . 
FSSP Comparison Results for RND Instances
The best result obtained from proposed CBFO algorithm is compared with best result obtained from BFO algorithm in solving FSSP for RND instances are shown in Table 4 . The Figure 7 shows the graphical representation of Table 4 . 
OSSP Comparison Results for TA Instances
The best solution obtained from proposed CBFO algorithm is compared with best solution obtained from Lower Bound (LB), Upper Bound (UB) of Taillard Instances and BFO algorithm in solving OSSP are shown in Table 5 . The Figure 8 shows the graphical representation of Table  5 . 
OSSP Comparison Results for RND Instances
BFO algorithm is compared with proposed CBFO algorithm in solving OSSP for RND instances are shown in Table 6 . The Figure 9 shows the graphical representation of Table 6 . 
Conclusions
In this research work, BFO algorithm is hybridized with ACO and a new technique CBFO was proposed for solving different instances of JSSP, FSSP and OSSP. The proposed CBFO algorithm was investigated through the performance of several runs on well-known test problems of different sizes, which were taken from OR library, which is the primary repository for such problems. The results obtained by the proposed CBFO algorithm for JSSP, FSSP and OSSP can achieve the best and near best solution quality for most of the instances and RND instances.
The implementation of the CBFO algorithm for huge size instances can be done by raising the number of iterations to get best solutions. The proposed CBFO for JSSP, FSSP and OSSP can be improved to achieve best solution by including the swarming technique and also by adjusting constant values used in the algorithms. As a future work, Flexible Job Shop Scheduling, Flexible Flow Shop Scheduling and Flexible Open Shop Scheduling problems can also be solved using proposed CBFO algorithm.
